May News

It has been a crazy month for everyone, but the month of May is
looking promising! Pandemic, Tornado, Kids out of school, I think we
are all ready to get back to our normal routine.
Both the states of Georgia and Tennessee have begun to allow many
businesses to reopen their doors under some specific guidelines.
This will allow people to leave their homes, socialize at a distance,
and maybe even get some extra-curricular activities back!
Tornado Clean Up
After Easter's devastating tornado
that bulldozed through East Brainerd
all the way to Collegedale, our
thoughts and prayers are with all of
those affected.
As quickly as the storm came,
volunteers were equally responsive to
help immediately.
As a small token of our gratitude for
all of those who were good neighbors,
we want to say thank you.
Post a picture on our Facebook of you
doing a neighborly act to help
someone with the clean-up, and you
could WIN a WG Weather Radio!

COVID-19 Update
After a month of "shelter in place"
Gov. Lee and Mayor Berke have

given the green light for some
businesses to reopen their doors.
Many restaurants are allowed to offer
dine-in service at no more than 50%
occupancy, while still practicing CDC
guidelines for social distancing.
Golf courses, Public open spaces
such as parks, and shopping malls
are once again open to the public.

Government guide lines remain the
same while in public: practice social
distancing (6 feet), proper hand
washing/sanitizing, and groups more
than ten people should not gather.
Hamilton Place Mall has opened their
doors, but have advised their
shoppers that security has the right to
break up groups of people gathering
in one place.

We are well on our way to getting
back to our normal lifestyle, but it is
going to take time.
The best thing you can do right now is
to limit your exposure as much as
possible.
If you HAVE to go shopping, it is
advised that you wear a mask and
sanitize your hands frequently.
We hope that everyone stays safe
during these tough times.
#NoogaStrong

May the Fourth Be With You
In light of everyone being bored (or
crazy) at home, WG has been trying
to involve our Facebook followers in
weekly giveaways!
In the spirit of Star Wars Day, May
4th, we will be giving away a $100 gift
card of your choice!
During the first week of May, submit a
picture of your best Star Wars
costume to our Facebook and be
entered to WIN!

Follow us on Facebook

Employee Highlight: Kim McDaniel
"BIG Kim" has been working at
Warren and Griffin since April 1998.
Before Kim came to work at WG, she
worked for a construction company
where she "engineered plasma torch
templates."
Kim was originally hired as a
paralegal at WG, and as our firm
grew, so did her leadership as she
became our office manager.
Mrs. McDaniel said her favorite thing
about her job is working with her
coworkers. "We're like a family,
through thick and then we stick
together."
Kim's favorite Disney character is
Stich because, "he's mischievous, but
you still wanna cuddle him."









